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For all the very latest information, visit the website at www.pmsc.org.uk  , and Follow us on Facebook. 

 

 

        

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Jameerah 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                         
    

Follow us on Facebook. 

Pin Mill Sailing Club Social, 

and click follow  

 
The next newsletter will be in late 

August, for September.  Contributions 

as early as possible please to; 

Circular@pmsc.org.uk or 

sara@pinmillcruising.co.uk  

 

Photographs welcome  

 

 

 

 

       

 

Diary            August 2020 

http://www.pmsc.org.uk/
mailto:Circular@pmsc.org.uk
mailto:sara@pinmillcruising.co.uk
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Haven Combined Clubs Series  
 

 

 
 

 

 

Three PMSC boats took part in the first of three Haven Combined Clubs' 'Short Series' 

races, which this year replace the planned Combined Series events, following the 

Covid-19 restrictions. 

 

Thirty seven yachts took part, 24 on the long course and 13, including the three PMSC 

boats, on the short course.  

 

The two fleets were dogged by fickle winds throughout the race, with some boats at 

times being completely becalmed. However, there was an exciting finish to the long 

course event, with eight boats racing to the finish line at the Harwich Racing Mark 

within a few boat lengths of each other - after more than four hours of sailing. 

 

Simon Ruffles, achieved the best result for PMSC, coming third on corrected time in 

Jameerah (J120). Graeme Hammond, with Commodore Mark Poppleton sharing the 
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helm, took seventh place in Zephyr (Beneteau 27.7S). Unfortunately, Patrick Wigg in 

Lady B (Sadler 25), retired due to falling wind strength and the tide gate impacting the 

boats with shorter waterline lengths. 

 

 

The next race is on Saturday 8th August 

 

      

                 

Graeme Hammond  

 

 

Other ways to get afloat .. 
 

 

PMSC canoes and kayaks 
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The club has two kayaks and two canoes that are available for members to borrow. If 

you are interested in taking a boat out, at your own risk, please contact Jill via 

messenger or ring 780330, rather than use the website at the moment.  

  

Information will be provided about how to access the boats and the equipment, the 

signing in and out required and the essential safety information to read! 

 

 

Coastal Voyager 

 

 
 

Coastal Voyager is based in Southwold and on board you can go for a relaxed scenic 

trip up the river Blyth, a visit the windfarms or for the famous Sea Blast or Drive of 

your life. The high speed 9m rigid hulled inflatable boat is equipped with 12 wrap 

around seats, seat belts and 400hp engines. The trips are open to all ages. 

 

You can see a Sea Blast in the YouTube clip        https://youtu.be/QmS5nGZQRyI  

 

http://coastalvoyager.co.uk/   

 

 
 

Coastal Voyager leaving Southwold Harbour  

 

https://youtu.be/QmS5nGZQRyI
http://coastalvoyager.co.uk/
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    The Harbour Ferry is operating and offering a ferry service, 

harbour tours or sea watching trips. Anyone who went on the PMSC seal watching and 

lunch that Judy organised will tell you how good it was.  

 

Details of how to book are on the websites:   

 

https://www.harwichharbourferry.com/                 https://www.sealwatching.co.uk/  

 

                   
 

 

Felixstowe Ferry Sailing Club is offering powerboat courses on a 1-1 basis, 

with all necessary PPE supplied and Perspex screens fitted to the boat. The courses 

available are RYA Powerboat Levels 1 & 2, run over either 1 or 2 days and available 

to members and non-members. The minimum age for the PB2 course is 12. There is no 

maximum as far as I know! 

Contact               training@ffsc.co.uk.  

 

                           

https://www.harwichharbourferry.com/
https://www.sealwatching.co.uk/
mailto:training@ffsc.co.uk
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Bawdsey Radar  

 

                                                                   
 

For details of when the transmitter block is open   https://www.bawdseyradar.org.uk/  

 

 

 
 

 

If you want to be near the water, but not on it, and want a change the restaurant at 

Woolverstone Marina is open again. There is plenty of space both inside and out, and a 

great view.  The Lock and Quay 01473 780909 

 

 

                                                 
 

 

Please send other ideas for the next newsletter 

 

 

Nautical Photograph Competition  
    

 

The planned date for this year’s competition is over the weekend of the 3
rd

 and 4
th

  of 

October.  So many things are up in the air at the moment and this is no different, 

although, at the moment, I am in discussions with Lee Foster, Webmaster, about the 

possibility of running it on the website.   

 

It will either take place as usual, go online, or be postponed!  When a decision has 

been reached I will let you know. 

 

So please continue to take your photographs and here are the important points to 

consider; 

 

https://www.bawdseyradar.org.uk/
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So please continue to take your photographs and here are the important points to 

consider; 

    

 You may enter up to 6 photographs. 

 They must be of a nautical subject, or at least contain water in some form. 

 Holiday snaps and portraits of people and pets will not be accepted. 

 Prints must be no larger than 20cm x 16cm (8” x 6”), (digital can be any size). 

 

Also, they must be able to get the trophy away from Renee and her relatives! 

 

Val Stone 

Librarian 

                                                                      
 

17
th

 Century Social Distancing  
                         

 

At the Great Court, held at Ipswich July 14
th

, 1603, during the plague, it was agreed 

that……. 

 

‘the Wagoners that come from London shall not be suffered to come into the Towne, 

before they have certified unto the Bailiffs upon their Othes, what persons and things 

they bring therein, and that such things as are suspicious shall be utterly forbidden, and 

that likewise the Hoye-men that shall come from London, with having no passengers, 

shall come no nearer to Towne than Dunham Bridge before they make certificate unto 

the Bailiffs that they bring no sickness that is infectious into the Towne’. 

 

 

Newsletter 
 

 

This is an online only newsletter; we are not printing and posting any copies. Sorry.  

 

Many thanks to all those who have sent articles and stories for the extra newsletters.  

 

              July 2020 Newsletter 

 

Super job, many thanks and "Cheers"                                    Mark Grimwade 
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PMSC garden  
 

 

        
 

 

Back in May the hedge was been removed from the garden due to its decline. To 

prevent non- members from strolling into the garden and to stop further erosion of the 

ground level, a temporary rope has been erected until permanent measures are put in 

place. 

                                   
 

Orfordness Ness Lighthouse  
 

Sadly the demolition of Orfordness Lighthouse has begun after 228 years. The present 

lighthousee was built in 1792 by Lord Braybrooke of Audley End and was originally 

lit by oil lamps. The lighthouse was acquired by Trinity House in 1836 and managed 

by them until 2013.  

Until 1965 the lighthouse was manned by resident lighthouse keepers, and at one time 

their familes lived there too.  

Over the years there have been 11 different lighthouses. Some were washed away, or 

damaged by enemy action or by pirates.   
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Deben Entrance 2020 
 

 http://www.debenestuarypilot.co.uk/                   

                                 

http://www.debenestuarypilot.co.uk/
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“Fable” moored at Pin Mill  
 

 

. 

Please send in photographs for the newsletter, as well as save them for the photograph 

competition.  

 

 

Rescue in the Pacific 
 

By May 4th the weather had become quite boisterous and we heard on the morning 

radio Net that one of the other cruising boats, "Sailabout", was in trouble. At that time 

they said that it had lost it's mast and the cabin was waist deep in water and that they 

had activated their emergency beacon.  The rescue was being co-ordinated by a Ham 

Radio Net in the United States so I tuned in to that frequency and listened for a while. 

There was already a boat on it's way to the scene, they were about 100 miles away and 

making very slow progress.  The US Coast Guard were involved and there were two 

ships on their way but would not reach the scene till the following day (May 5th).   
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Then when I heard the position of the stricken boat, it was only about 60 miles from 

our position, behind and a little to the North of us.  So I made this known to the Net 

Controller and we turned round.  We had been on a very broad reach in a good stiff 

southeasterly but when we turned round of course we were beating as close to the wind 

as we could. We had been escaping nicely from some rather nasty squally weather but 

turning round sent us straight back into it. The wind was a fairly steady 20kts and in 

squalls was reaching 27 kts with heavy rain and seas of about 10ft. 

We were motorsailing which gave us a little extra speed and got us a bit closer to the 

direction we wanted to go but we still had a current against us of about 1 ½  kts. Our 

initial ETA had been something like ten hours,  but with the big seas and headwinds, it 

seemed to be going back rather than coming forward! 

Eventually we got in contact with the Sailabout directly. There were two people on 

board, a Norwegian Gunnar and his wife Grethe. It turned out that they had NOT been 

dismasted but the forestay had failed and the mast was wobbling about rather 

alarmingly, supported only by the inner forestay. They were taking in water but it was 

nothing like as bad as the first report had suggested. It is amazing how people 

exaggerate when they are not sure of the facts!  In fact the boat had a bowsprit and the 

fitting on the bow that secures the bobstay had either pulled out or whacked something 

and the bobstay was no longer supporting the bowsprit.  This caused the bowsprit to 

fail and hence, though the forestay was still there, it was slack and not supporting the 

mast.  The bowsprit was of the steel "A-frame" type and had two anchors stowed on it. 

Since they were now dangling unrestrained, they were bashing a hole in the bow.  The 

boat WAS taking in water but it was being kept under control by pumps and the 

skipper was motoring slowly to keep the bow out of the waves as best he could. 

When we realized that he was able to motor, I asked him if he could motor in a 

WNW'ly direction which it turned out that he could do. So I asked him to maintain 

that, which meant that we would intercept each other rather sooner. By now it was late 

afternoon and would soon be getting dark. We discussed with Sailabout and the US 

Coast Guard the various options for when we got to them.. Any transfer of people at 

sea is hazardous and in those conditions IN THE DARK it would be downright 

dangerous. Of course we would take them on board if their lives were in danger but we 

really didn't want to take them all the way to the Marquesas, if only because we 

wouldn't have had enough food and water for 4 people.  We didn't want to go all the 

way back to the Galapagos either!  So we decided it would be best to keep the number 

of transfers down to a minimum and wait for the first ship to arrive in daylight the next 

day. We would continue to make best speed towards the scene and then "stand by" in 

case things took a turn for the worse. Gunnar and Grethe agreed that this was the best 

course of action, even more so when they heard that the nearest ship was a Norwegian 

registered bulk carrier the "Belnor". 
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SO we continued motorsailing, making between 6-7 kts and with his 5kts almost 

towards us, the ETA came forward rapidly.  It was very dark and raining and we could 

see absolutely nothing!  Ute is much better at spotting things than I am so she went on 

full-time lookout duty while I drove the boat and handled the radio.  Eventually at 

about 8 miles apart Ute thought she might have spotted a light but wasn't sure. Then 

maybe half a minute later she thought she saw it again but it had disappeared.  Then 

again and eventually there was no doubt. There she was....   bang on the nose! 

Eventually we came within about half a mile of Sailabout at about 20.15, a bit under 

eight hours after we had turned round. We agreed that we would heave to for the night 

and maintain station.  We were there if needed but in the event we were not needed 

other than to maintain communications with the US Coast Guard/radio net and keep 

them informed as to what was going on. Oh, and to "talk in" the American P3 Orion 

rescue plane which had flown six hours to get there in order to drop a liferaft and 

survival equipment.  I think they were a bit disappointed when Sailabout told them he 

didn't need it! They flew directly over us at about 200 ft and then turned round and 

flew home.A long night for them! 

So we spent the night dozing and keeping half an eye on Sailabout.  Daylight came and 

we were able to see the Sailabout properly and to take some pictures.  

 

  

Eventually the Belnor arrived on the scene at about 08.45.  She turned out to be a huge 

Bulk Carrier and in difficult conditions the Captain did an incredible  job of 

maneuvering her upwind of the yacht.   
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They then secured the boat with lines fore and aft, and Gunnar and Gretha climbed a 

ladder (about 20ft) and were taken safely aboard.  he stricken yacht to create a lee.... 

     

 

  

All this was done whilst motoring forward at maybe 4 kts, presumably to maintain 

some degree of control. Sailabout was also motoring at the same speed and they left 

her with the motor running and in gear.  So when they cast her adrift she just motored 

off into the wide blue yonder, all on her own.  I spoke to Gunnar on the radio to wish 

them luck once he was on board the Belnor and he said that he did not leave any 

seacocks open, thinking that the leak would eventually sink her. However he did say it 

was quite a slow leak and that she would take "some time" to sink.  I felt that she was a 

hazard to other boats so I reported her course and speed to the US Coast Guard.  I 

heard later that they were sending someone out to sink her. A bit sad but it had to be 

done. 

The sequel to the story was that the Coast Guard did not make any attempt to sink the 

Sailabout and in the following ten days at least two other cruising boats sighted her, 

one of them nearly running into her in the night.  The other (slightly amusing) sequel 

was that though the Belnor was Norwegian registered, her Captain was Chinese (not 

sure about the rest of the crew) and we had been told that her destination was Brazil.  

We had ASSUMED that she would be going through the Panama Canal and that 

Gunnar and Gretha would be dropped off there.....  WRONG! 

Either the Belnor was too big to go through the Panama Canal or since their 

destination was Paranagua in the South of Brazil,  they routed round CAPE HORN and 

did not get to Paranagua until May 24th, nearly 3 weeks later! 
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So once all the excitement was over, though the wind was still about 20kts with seas to 

match, it all seemed strangely quiet and we suddenly remembered that we still had 

over 2,000 miles to go to the Marquesas......... 

 

                            

 

There is an interesting account of the incident from The Maritime Mobile Service 

Network here........  https://www.mmsn.org/news/events/sailabout.html                    

                                           

         

https://www.mmsn.org/news/events/sailabout.html

